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Abstract 

Tuberculosis transmission in free-ranging bison of northern Canada is of significant 

concern to wildlife managers because of its effects on condition and mortality in bison herds and 

the potential for transmission to local hunters and neighbouring cattle populations. The chronic 

nature of tuberculosis combined with the gregarious behaviours of bison permit its persistence in 

free-ranging herds even at low densities, which makes disease eradication difficult without 

whole herd depopulation. The protection of remaining non-infected free-ranging bison 

populations is thus of paramount importance to the conservation of specific disease-free wild 

bison in northern Canada and to the economic stability of cattle farms. Detection of movements 

and removal of dispersing animals between spatially separated free-ranging populations reduces 

the potential for contact between bison populations and minimizes the probability of tuberculosis 

transmission. In this thesis, a conceptual model was developed to assess the potential for 

tuberculosis transmission between two infected bison herds (Nyarling River and Garden River) 

in Wood Buffalo National Park and the spatially separated, Mackenzie Bison herd in the 

Northwest Territories. This conceptual model identifies gaps in knowledge and highlights areas 

where research is required to ensure accurate evaluation of tuberculosis transmission risk in free-

ranging bison. The main finding was that the bison cohort representing the highest risk for 

tuberculosis transmission between spatially separated free-ranging herds is mature males. The 

propensity of mature males to make long-distance movements is also not fully understood and 

research to predict these movements would make a significant contribution to risk assessment 

and management planning to reduce the probability of contact between infected and non-infected 

bison populations. 
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Introduction 

The ability of bacterial pathogens to become endemic in any population is dependent on 

their mode of transmission and patho-biology of infection. Pathogenic bacteria represent the the 

largest group of disease causing pathogens and approximately 26.6% of all multi-host pathogens 

(Cleavland, Laurenson & Taylor, 2001), each exhibiting different modes of infection, survival, 

and propagation. For example, the bacterial infection anthrax caused by Bacillus anthracis, 

causes severe clinical symptoms that lead to high mortality in short periods of time such as the 

events observed by Nishi, Dragon, Elkin, Ellsworth, Lee, and Dewar (2007) in the Slave River 

Lowlands (SRL) of the Northwest Territories (NWT). There an anthrax outbreak claimed the 

lives of at least 28 bison in less than two weeks. Anthrax bacteria lie dormant in the environment 

encapsulated by a spore body which protects it until suitable conditions permit its emergence 

(Dragon, Elkin, Nishi & Ellsworth, 1999). The symptoms of anthrax do not allow it to remain 

active in the host species for extended periods of time, but it still persists in the population 

because of this protective spore body. Management actions focus on this characteristic pathology 

by incinerating animal carcasses following host mortality to reduce the number of spores 

released into the environment from scavenging and decomposition (Nishi et al., 2007). In this 

way, knowledge of the characteristics that comprise anthrax infection inform actions to manage 

its effect on wildlife populations. Similarly, bison shed the bacterial infection, Brucella abortus 

in infected uterine discharges and in the placentas contaminating water and feed supplies 

(Choquette, Broughton, Cousineau, & Novakowski, 1978). This mode of transmission has 

implications for the distribution of the disease as bison groups that are foraging in these areas are 

likely to become infected by the bacterium. Management of Brucella abortus should focus on 
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reducing the incidence of transmission from this information on its pathology. One thing all 

infectious diseases have in common is that the most efficient method to manage them is to 

reduce transmission between infected and non-infected host species or populations. Disease 

management efforts should therefore be focused upon reducing contact between infected and 

non-infected hosts by understanding their varying patho-biology and modes of transmission. A 

sustainable approach to infectious disease management involves three considerations that require 

special attention: the economic (e.g. efficient use of government resources in management 

actions and the effects that infectious diseases can have on business); the social (e.g. infectious 

disease impacts to cultural activities such as hunting and the maintenance of societies free of fear 

of infection); and environmental (e.g. the intrinsic values of the infected populations and the 

populations they could infect). The evaluation of infectious diseases from a holistic perspective, 

takes into account all aspects of patho-biology and transmission ensuring the efficient use of 

resources in management actions, reducing the impacts to social systems by preserving cultural 

activities, and protecting our environment for the intrinsic value of its species. In this thesis, a 

conceptual model of tuberculosis (Mycobacterium bovis) transmission in bison of northern 

Canada was created. Brucellosis and tuberculosis are two bacterial diseases endemic in bison of 

Wood Buffalo National Park (WBNP), Canada. Both of these diseases have significant impacts 

on bison populations of WBNP but for reasons to be discussed in later sections, tuberculosis is 

more likely to be transmitted. This conceptual model was simplified accordingly to address only 

transmission of tuberculosis.  

Tuberculosis (like CWD, anthrax, and brucellosis) is a disease that has the capability to 

infect many host species including cattle, humans, bison, elk deer wolves and lions (Willams & 

Barker, 2001). However unlike anthrax, which is characterized by rapid decline in host health 
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and relatively quick mortality, tuberculosis is a chronic infection that may persist throughout the 

life of the host causing clinical symptoms and reduced survival rates, but not immediate 

mortality. The implication of this patho-biology is that tuberculosis and transmission potential 

persist throughout the life span of its host for years after infection until the death of the host. In 

free-ranging wildlife populations, tuberculosis is a source of considerable concern for people and 

organizations trying to manage spread of the disease to neighbouring wildlife populations, 

humans, or cattle farms (Animal, Plant and Food Risk Analysis Network [APFRAN], 1999). As 

tuberculosis requires close (typically nose – nose) contact for transmission in wildlife, 

management actions to reduce the potential of infection to healthy wildlife populations should 

focus on methods to reduce the potential for contact between non-infected and infected host 

populations. 

The Bison Control Area (BCA; Figure 1) is a bison-free zone (depopulation) and a spatial 

barrier managed by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) that reduces the 

potential for contact between bison of WBNP and the Mackenzie Bison Sanctuary (MBS). While 

the BCA covers a vast distance, it is not impenetrable to bison that have been known to expand 

their range vast distances (Gates, Mitchell, Wierzchowski & Giles, 2001; Gates and Larter, 

1990). While the surveillance program set up by the GNWT has been successful thus far in 

preventing tuberculosis transmission to the Mackenzie Bison (MB) herd. New methods and 

research have been identified since its inception in 1987 that could provide valuable information 

for planning bison management activities in the BCA and increasing the efficiency of the 

program for bison detection. The most recent risk assessment completed on disease transmission 

by APFRAN (1999) could also be improved using bison movement models (e.g. Gates et al., 

2001) Mitchell, Wierzchowski & Giles, 2001) and recent research on tuberculosis transmission 
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in bison (Joly 2001; Joly & Messier 2004). This conceptual model of tuberculosis transmission 

between spatially distinct bison herds in northern Canada could serve as a starting point for 

improvement of current bison management programs and development of future disease 

transmission models for free-roaming wildlife. 

The Study Area 

Wood Buffalo National Park (WBNP) is located in northern Canada on the border of 

Alberta and Northwest Territories (NWT). Bison populations in WBNP likely became infected 

between 1925 and 1928 when approximately 6,673 Plains Bison infected with tuberculosis and 

brucellosis were moved from Wainwright National Buffalo Park to WBNP (Bradley & 

Wilmshurst, 2005). It was assumed that the dense forest between the western Peace Athabasca 

Delta and WBNP Wood Bison (WB) populations would be an absolute barrier to movement of 

these bison. However, as Graham (1924) predicted, WB in WBNP began to breed freely with the 

Plains bison in the open prairie habitats to the west of the Slave River and authorities were 

forced to expand the park boundaries of WBNP to include the Peace-Athabasca Delta in 1926 

(McCormack, 1992). The infected bison populations of WBNP now present a risk of infection to 

the spatially separate healthy free-ranging bison herds at Hay-Zama  (HZ) in AB, the Mackenzie 

Bison (MB) of the Mackenzie Bison Sanctuary, NWT, the Nahanni (NH) of NWT/British 

Columbia (BC), and Ettithum Lake (EL), Pink Mountain (PM), and Liard River (LR) of BC (see 

Figure 1).  

The study area consists of three sections: the infected bison sub-populations of Nyarling 

River (NR) and Garden River (GR) in north western WBNP (infected source populations); the 

uninfected MB north of the Mackenzie River, NWT, Canada (Figure 1); and the area in between 
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the uninfected MB and the NR and GR herds. The MB herd is separated from the NR and GR 

herds by approximately 200 km of landscape that is rarely inhabited by bison, creating a spatial 

buffer against the spread of tuberculosis between infected and uninfected bison herds, this buffer 

zone comprises the BCA.  The creation of the conceptual model in this thesis focuses on 

evaluating the risk of transmission of tuberculosis through the BCA into the MB herd.
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Figure 1. The distribution of healthy and diseased bison herds in northern Canada. The MB (2010), NR (1999), and GR (1999) herd distributions 
are those identified in the conceptual model of this thesis. NR and GR distributions have not changed significantly since 1999.  From “Risk 
assessment on bovine brucellosis and tuberculosis in Wood Buffalo National Park and area (E5),” by the Animal, Plant and Food Risk Analysis 
Network, Canadian Food Inspection Agency. Adapted with permission. The Mackenzie Bison (MB) distribution has been updated to fit recent 
distributions portrayed in the “Wood bison management strategy for the Northwest Territories: 2010-2020”, Environment and Natural Resources, 
Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT).
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Methods 

One way to conceptualize thought processes used to develop models of complex systems 

is to combine two levels of thought. The first is the holistic level which involves broad inclusion 

of as many systemic components as possible to describe the totality of the system as it is 

embedded in its environment. The second is the analytical level which involves evaluation of 

each systemic component at increasing levels of complexity to improve the understanding of the 

system from its component parts. As the analytical scientist studies the system in more and more 

detail, assumptions about the internal workings of the system increase and the ability to predict 

system behaviour becomes dependent on a greater and greater number of assumptions. The goal 

of this thesis is to represent a complex system as simply as possible but not so simply as to 

compromise understanding of the processes that make up the system. This approach reduces the 

amount detail and assumptions involved in creation of a complex analytical model to include the 

sufficient holistic perspective required when examining a system as large and complex as disease 

transmission between spatially distinct bison herds.  

To begin creation of the conceptual model, a comprehensive review of the information 

available on the patho-biology of tuberculosis in bison was completed and the aspects that 

influence tuberculosis transmission where identified as constituent parts of the system. The 

literature on bison behavioural ecology and the epidemiology of tuberculosis uncovered three 

sub-sections essential for the conceptual model: habitat selection, socio-biology, and spatial 

biology. Review of the literature on the transmission and patho-biology of tuberculosis revealed 

three more essential concepts: general biology of transmission, patho-biology of tuberculosis, 

and herd infection dynamics. Together, these six sections represent the vital components of 
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tuberculosis transmission in bison of northern Canada and are the foundation for this conceptual 

model. Once the foundation was built, the literature was again reviewed under the lens of each of 

these six concepts and considered transmission potential between NR, GR and MB herds. This 

analytical refinement uncovered five model subsections affecting tuberculosis transmission 

between NR, GR and MB herds that were used to create the conceptual map. At this point, 

seasonal changes in bison behaviour warranted another degree of conceptual simplification. The 

result was the study of tuberculosis transmission in the winter season only; the reasons are 

detailed in the behavioural ecology review section.  The five model sub-sections identified from 

the literature review are described in the model section of this thesis and are represented in the 

model by parameters and relationships in the system.  The visual model representation 

(conceptual map) was created using the program STELLA 9.1.4, inserting each parameter into 

the model at the most suitable junction. The cause and effect relationships depicted in the model 

map were defined from the literature review sections and represented by equations and simple 

graphical illustrations in the conceptual model.  
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Behavioural Ecology of Bison 

Behavioural ecology is the study of behavioural interactions between animals and biotic and 

abiotic components of their environment, including intra-specific interactions. These interactions 

have implications for each facet of tuberculosis transmission in bison populations. Distribution is 

partly determined by habitat selection behaviour; infection and transmission rates are affected by 

social interactions; and movements are encouraged or impeded depending on the distribution of 

habitat and non-habitat on the landscape. In this chapter, habitat selection, socio-biology, and 

spatial ecology are described as three aspects of this conceptual model using the literature to 

explain the impact that they have on tuberculosis transmission in bison.  

Habitat Selection 

Habitat selection includes three scales of selection. At the forage selection scale (diet 

selection) animals select preferred forage species. The diet of bison ranging in lowland riparian 

meadows is dominated by graminoid species such as Carex atherodes and Calamagrostis spp. 

(Reynolds et al., 1978; Larter & Gates 1991; Larter, 1988). At the patch selection scale bison 

were shown by Babin, Fortin, Wilmshurst, and Fortin (2011) to select distributions of plant 

species (local patches) that maximized their instantaneous energy intake rate (IDE) rather than 

their daily intake of digestible energy. These patches are also selected on the basis of their ability 

to support the size of the group and provide local access to water. Bison maximize their IDE 

when foraging to allow time for other activities comprising the third habitat selection scale which 

shows bison selecting patches of habitat for foraging, resting, ruminating, avoiding predators or 

biting flies (Jensen, Nishi, Cool, Poll, & Reynolds, 2004). The conceptual model of disease 
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transmission benefits from the prediction of bison movements outside of their home range so the 

first two scales of habitat selection where identified as determinant of bison movements across 

the landscape. The forage selection scale which determines the vegetation types required for a 

suitable movement path will be discussed first. Then description of two aspects of the second 

habitat selection scale will follow: patch selection based on the quality of vegetation in the patch 

for bison foraging; and the size of the patch which determines the number of bison the patch can 

support. Proximity to water is not considered a variable for the habitat selection portion of the 

model because available precipitation is not a limiting factor to bison movements in the winter.     

Forage Selection 

Forage selection describes the forage selected by bison, which reflect morphological and 

physiological adaptations. Bison have the ability to acquire and utilize large amounts of low-

quality vegetation and are therefore able to satisfy their nutritional requirements even in forage 

limiting habitats (Larter & Gates, 1991). To acquire large amounts of vegetation in winter 

months, bison have a broad muzzle and a large head that is used in a swathing motion to clear 

large areas of snow and access patches of the vegetation underneath (Reynolds, Gates & Glaholt, 

1978).  Bison are also able to digest a diet that is very high in cellulose (Larter, 1988) because of 

digestive system adaptations such as a large rumen in relation to body size (Hanley, 1982) and a 

resultant longer total retention time of vegetation in the digestive system (Schaefer, Young & 

Chimwano, 1978).  Bison are able to take advantage of these extended digestion times largely 

because of their low relative metabolism, an artefact of their large body size.  Ultimately, these 

adaptations lead to the ability of bison to process large amounts of low quality forage by 

maximizing the rate of nutrient assimilation and efficient use of protein (Bell, 1971).  These 

adaptations allow bison to be successful in limiting environments however, simply because they 
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are able to utilize low quality forage, does not mean that they will choose to do so if presented 

with high quality options. The theory of optimal foraging strategies suggest that in addition to 

imposed environmental restrictions, animals will select the vegetation type that best suits a 

particular animal in a particular environment (Schoener, 1971). Pyke (1984) expanded optimal 

foraging theory to suggest that predicting foraging activities should take into account both the 

fact that bison can utilize low quality habitats if required and their propensity to search out 

optimal foraging habitats. In other words, if optimal foraging habitat is not locally available 

bison may not necessarily move to search out new optimal habitat until they have utilized the 

low-quality habitat that is available locally.  Bison should prefer to maximize their opportunity to 

meet their nutritional requirements by utilizing vegetation patches of sufficient quality but could 

also be capable of utilizing lower quality habitat patches to conserve the searching energy that 

would be required to search out higher quality habitats when low quality habitat is locally 

available.   

Patch Quality 

Patch quality determines one aspect of bison patch selection. In the boreal forest, patches 

classified as wet meadow contain high levels of graminoid vegetation. Specifically those with 

high sedge (C.Atherodes) content have been shown in many studies (Reynolds et al. 1978; 

Larter, 1988; Larter & Gates, 1991) to be the preferable bison foraging habitat (Fischer & Gates, 

2005).  Larter (1988) found that graminoid vegetation is a very important part of the bison diet 

through all seasons and is likely selected by bison due to its high crude protein content. Larter 

also found that bison will browse willows in an opportunistic manner when shrubs are in leaf, 

but will not abandon habitats with higher sedge content to do so.  Hudson and Frank (1987) 

found that plains bison spend most of their time foraging on grassy upland meadows and the 
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least in forests. Larter and Gates (1991) found that wet sedge meadows in a boreal forest matrix 

provided the most available crude protein in winter and were therefore the preferred winter 

habitat.   As could be expected, they found that the diversity of bison diet increases in the 

summer with vegetation availability and decreases in the fall as lignification and leaf fall occurs.  

The effect of patch quality on bison habitat selection is thus likely to play its greatest role in 

winter as the availability of vegetation decreases reducing the diversity of bison diets 

significantly. This is one of the reasons development of the conceptual model was focused on the 

winter months, because bison are more limited by available forage in the winter and therefore are 

expected to exhibit food searching movements more often in the winter. Bergman, Fyxell, Gates, 

and Fortin (2001) demonstrated that bison avoid foraging on patches of sedge, C. Atherodes, 

with biomass below 1200 kg/ha in boreal meadow habitat, which means that bison maintain 

some level of selective behaviour. Hudson and Frank (1987) observed a lower threshold for 

boreal meadow habitats of 300kg/ha. The variance in these two studies show that forage 

selection may not be the only reason bison move off a particular patch as was shown by Fortin, 

Fortin, et al. (2009).  In any case, this behaviour shows some level of selectivity and indicates 

that bison are influenced by the quality of the vegetation patch that they exploit. Therefore, it is 

possible to predict the usage of certain habitat patches by bison based on the abundance of 

preferred forage in a patch.  

Patch Size 

In addition to the density of preferable vegetation on a particular patch, patch size can 

also be an indicator of habitat suitability. Patch size is an important determinant for habitat 

selection because it measures the ability of habitat patches of different size to support the 

foraging needs of bison groups of varying sizes and composition. The patch size required by a 
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group of foraging bison is largely dependent the ratio of group size to patch size; larger groups 

need larger patches. Indeed, Fortin, Fortin, et al. (2009) found stronger selection for meadow 

habitat in larger groups and that group fission was more likely to occur when bison moved into 

forest or at times in the day when movements were longer and more variable among individuals. 

In addition, Fortin and Fortin (2009) found that larger bison groups displayed stronger selection 

for Carex atherodes in the winter and weaker selection in the summer. This is likely a response 

to forage limiting conditions in winter. Fortin and Fortin also found that groups were larger in 

the winter because of the value of social information on areas of Carex atherodes in the winter. 

Bull groups, including individual bulls, are typically smaller than cow-juvenile (mixed) groups, 

and hence are able to use smaller habitat patches than typical mixed groups (Coppock & Detling, 

1986).  Mature bulls are not tied to cow-juvenile groups because they do not have young to 

protect and therefore can travel on their own or within a group.  Larter (1988) suggested that the 

general trend of a higher sedge component in bull diets indicates that bulls are capable of 

utilizing more sedge because of the lower level of competition they experience in small groups. 

In support, Komers, Messier, and Gates (1993) noted that cows could stay on one food patch as 

long as males only if they comprised a small group. This is because larger groups need more area 

to avoid competing with other group members for food (Fortin, Fortin et al.). Bull groups are 

able to utilize smaller patches than female-juvenile groups because of smaller group sizes. Small 

habitat patches are not be available to large groups therefore bison bulls have the ability to travel 

long distances across small habitat patches while larger cow-juvenile bison groups cannot.     

Seasonal Patch Availability 

Seasonal changes affect both the availability of habitat that is preferred by bison and also 

the foraging adaptations that are required for bison to meet their energy needs. Conceptually, 
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based on the information presented thus far, any particular patch with adequate forage, quality, 

and size should be chosen by a bison or group as suitable foraging habitat.  However, the 

changes of the seasons have a number of effects on bison habitat and could affect bison habitat 

selection.  The winter season is the focus for this discussion because it is the most limiting in 

terms of available forage, the landscape presents the fewest barriers to movement, and bison 

groups are more widely dispersed. In winter, vegetation patches preferred by bison in the 

summer and fall are buried in snow or have decreased forage digestibility (Larter, 1988). The 

freezing of ground in wet meadows that were previously unavailable to bison in the summer 

creates new areas of accessible vegetation (Van Camp, 1975).  Reynolds et al. 1978 also 

observed that bison use creek bottoms, gullies, and small meadows in the winter because the 

vegetation in these areas would cure later than drier sites and retain higher nutrient 

concentrations with freezing.  The use of small meadows by bison in the winter was explained by 

Reynolds et al. 1978 as a sheltering effect from wind mediated metamorphosis of snow cover: 

large meadows had harder snow cover than small meadows.    

The winter diet of bison in boreal habitats is dominated by sedges (Reynolds et al. 1978; 

Larter & Gates 1991; Fortin, Fryxell, O’Brodovich & Frandsen 2003; Fischer & Gates, 2005). 

Reynolds et al. observed an increase in grass consumption in late winter which may be a result of 

bison utilizing the last bit of vegetation that is available at the end of the winter season. Bison are 

able to utilize limiting habitats and vegetation patches and may spend more time foraging in one 

particular area in late winter to utilize all available forage despite the fact that the vegetation type 

may not be most preferable. In this way, bison conserve energy that would otherwise be 

expended moving through snow and digging new foraging craters (Fortin, Fryxell, & Pilote 

2002). This foraging adaptation to limiting winter habitat expands the ability of bison to utilize 
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patches of a size and quality that may have been avoided in the summer. This may be an 

indication that the threshold vegetation density of 300kg/ha may be less in the winter because of 

the increased energy requirements associated with winter foraging and travelling through snow 

to a new patch. Future research on this hypothesis would be useful to improve knowledge of 

winter foraging thresholds. 

Though forage selection is perceived as the primary concern for habitat selection, Fortin 

and Fortin (2009) found that bison selection for foraging sites with Carex atherodes decreased 

with increasing risk of wolf, Canis lupus, encounters in winter. Fortin, Fortin et al. (2009) found 

that bison-habitat relationships depended in part on group fission and fusion and that departure 

from meadows was independent of food intake rate. Fortin, Fortin et al. found their results to be 

consistent with the hypothesis that predation risk is the strongest driver of habitat selection. 

These results support the fact that bison select habitat to participate in other activities that 

contribute to their total fitness such as; condition improvement, maintenance of status within 

social groups, predator vigilance and avoidance, and breeding. These aspects are reviewed in the 

next section on bison socio-biology. 

Socio-biology 

Socio-biology uses an evolutionary context to describe animal interactions as adaptive 

behaviours that have developed in social animals over time (Hamilton, 1964).  The discussion of 

bison behaviour in the socio-biological context provides a method for categorizing bison social 

interactions and facilitates the evaluation of their implications for disease management. Sexual 

segregation and aggregation in bison is the focal point for disease transmission because of its 

implications for bison movements and disease transmission. In this section sexual segregation 
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and aggregation behaviours in bison are introduced and four hypotheses that combine to explain 

bison sexual segregation behaviours are described. This section concludes with a discussion of 

the implications of bison sexual segregation and aggregation for the transmission of tuberculosis 

between spatially distinct bison herds.      

Sexual Segregation 

Sexual segregation in bison occurs when the breeding season (rut) ends and bison bulls 

segregate from cow-juvenile groups. Many models have been proposed to describe this 

phenomenon in other species (Main, Weckerly, & Bleich, 1996; Post, Armbrust, Horne & 

Goheen 2001; Mooring et al. 2005) and after review of the literature on these models I have 

determined that the most suitable models for examining bison sexual segregation behaviours in a 

socio-biological context are: the group vigilance and predation risk hypotheses; the gastrocentric 

hypothesis; the condition improvement hypothesis; and the search for females hypothesis.  A test 

or confirmation of these hypotheses is not the goal of this section; rather explanation of the facets 

of bison behaviour in the context of these theories helps to evaluate the implications of bison 

behaviour for their distribution and movements across the landscape.   

Group Vigilance and Predation Risk Hypotheses 

The group vigilance hypothesis describes one of the predator defence benefits that prey 

animals enjoy when they form large groups.  Specifically, as group size increases animals 

decrease individual vigilance and spend more time grazing and resting.  Because there are more 

eyes looking out for predators, individual animals do not need to be as vigilant as compared to 

when they travel or forage alone because there are more eyes to detect in-coming predators.  The 

predation risk hypothesis describes another benefit of group formation and is founded upon a 

basic tenant of probability that makes individuals that form groups individually less susceptible 
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to predation because as group size increases, each animal enjoys a lower chance of being the one 

attacked when an attempt is made by a predator.  Dehn (1990) demonstrated that these effects 

contribute to individual animal security and support the phenomenon of sexual segregation in 

bison. Komers et al. (1993) noted that “in agreement with the predator dilution concept, Wood 

Bison mothers… associated more with other mothers”.  Under the premise of the predation risk 

hypothesis the mothers in this study formed mother dominated groups that were more stable, and 

remained relatively large to protect their calves from predation.  Fortin and Fortin (2009) also 

observed that smaller groups of bison perceive their predation risk as higher and respond by 

spending less time in open meadows.  Komers et al. (1992) found that bulls of increasing age 

spent more time outside of mixed groups.  Mature bulls, because of their large size are not as 

susceptible to predation as cow and juvenile bison and do not rely on female-juvenile groups as a 

predator avoidance mechanism. This is one explanation why few bulls occur in mother 

dominated groups (Komers et al., 1993). In support of the group vigilance hypothesis however, 

bulls do form small bull-only groups (Larter, 1988; Gates et al.,2001; Gates, Stelfox, Muhly, 

Chowns, & Hudson, 2005) and as Roberts (1996) explains, the group does not need to be very 

large for individuals to enjoy the benefits of group vigilance.  In addition, Dehn (1990) observed 

that as group size increases beyond approximately three, the relative incremental group vigilance 

benefits decline sharply in relation to the predation risk benefits as an animal is added to the 

group.  This is supported by the fact that bull-only groups are typically observed consisting of no 

more than two or three animals.  Mature bulls are able to enjoy group vigilance benefits and less 

competition for food without the restriction of maintaining a group size that provides a 

significant predation-risk benefit.   
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Gastrocentric Hypothesis 

The gastrocentric hypothesis first described by Barboza and Bowyer (2000, 2001) 

explains the segregation of animals in the context of digestive requirements. Barboza and 

Bowyer identify differing allometry, minimal food quality, digestive retention, and reproductive 

requirements as factors which lead to different digestive requirements and therefore spatial 

segregation of the sexes in dimorphic species such as bison. Mooring et al. (2005) explained that 

the model predicts that larger, sexually-dimorphic males will utilize the larger volume of their 

digestive tract and longer ruminal retention times to consume abundant forage that is high in 

fibre. Large males also have greater absolute diet requirements than females, decrease their 

selectivity and forage upon graminoids that are of low relative quality to maximize instantaneous 

intake rates (Mooring et al.). Females conversely tend to select forage based on nutritional 

quality (Larter 1988; Coppedge and Shaw 1998; Post et al. 2001).  This is supported by Post et 

al. (2001) who determined that bison bulls consume a diet that is lower in energy than the diets 

of cows, juveniles, and calves.  Other studies have also found that mature male and female bison 

differ in their diets but not in their habitat selection (Mooring et al.; Larter 1988; Larter and 

Gates 1991).  As a result of these adaptations, mature bulls are not tied to nor are they obligated 

to remain within mixed cow/juvenile groups for reasons that may relate to forage selection or 

digestive requirements. Dietary adaptations of mature bulls, including their large body size that 

increases their absolute requirements but allows lower quality intake, and to have a lower 

vulnerability to predation, it allows them to separate from female-juvenile groups outside of the 

breeding season when they are not engaged in reproductive activities. They are able to access 

patches that females cannot because of their typically small group sizes and ability to utilize low 

quality vegetation.  Female-juvenile groups have developed adaptations that make associating 
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with bulls less likely outside of the breeding season. Higher quality diet requirements shorten the 

time they can spend on patches with males and encourages separation of groups during foraging. 

While these adaptations support the segregation of cows/juveniles and mature male bison outside 

of breeding season, the main benefit of sexual segregation in bison remains to be discussed.  The 

condition improvement hypothesis provides for the most significant evolutionary advantage of 

sexual segregation.       

Condition Improvement Hypothesis 

The condition improvement hypothesis as stated by Komers et al. (1992) is that “male 

wood bison join mixed groups for breeding purposes, and if they leave, they do so to recover 

from expending energy during the rut  before joining a new group”.  Mature male bison invest a 

significant amount of time and energy in tending females during breeding season to increase 

their chances of breeding success. This behaviour is energetically costly and causes reduced 

body condition and increased mortality among males of sexually dimorphic ungulate species.  

Forsyth, Duncan, Tustin, and Gaillard (2005) investigated this hypothesis using the kidney fat 

index of Himalayan tahr (Hemitragus jemlahicus).  In that study, the male Himalayan tahr 

incurred a substantial energetic cost during the mating period and the cost was observed to be 

higher for reproductive adult males than for reproductive subadult males.  This suggests that the 

energetic costs of reproduction behaviours in male sexually dimorphic ungulates is substantial 

and increases as males mature and increase their breeding behaviours.  Komers et al. (1992) 

observed that males of increasing age were more often solitary, were involved in more 

aggressive interactions, investigated the genitals of females more frequently, and tended females 

more often.  When these males were observed outside of female groups however, they spent 

relatively more time feeding and resting than bulls inside groups. The condition improvement 
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hypothesis provides justification for the advantages of sexual segregation in mature male bison 

outside of the breeding season as it explains the behaviour that male bison use to improve their 

body condition outside of cow/juvenile groups to reduce their risk of injury and deprived body 

condition from energetically costly social interactions. 

Search for Females Hypothesis 

The search for females hypothesis (Komers et al., 1992) defines the tendency of mature 

male animals with little or no local access to females to search out breeding opportunities in 

areas outside of their natal home range. Komers et al. (1992) found no evidence to support the 

search for females hypothesis and found that the condition improvement hypothesis was more 

fitting for mature male bison. It is possible however that mounting reproductive pressures could 

cause males to alter their behaviour and search for females outside of their natal breeding group 

as in male feral goats (Dunbar, Buckland & Miller, 1990) even though their condition was 

optimal. Males that are less competitive in their natal breeding group at optimal condition could 

presumably be more competitive in breeding groups outside of their present one. In support, 

Golsing (1986) researching antelopes and Rubenstein (1980) studying alternative mating 

strategies concluded that males can be expected to search for situations that fit their competitive 

abilities. Searching for mates also has much in common with searching for food resources and 

migratory tendencies are greatest in species that utilize resource patches of a temporary nature 

(Parker, 1978). Bison may use resource patches of a temporary nature and search for forage once 

they have depleted any particular patch. As these searching behaviours are already engrained in 

mature male bison, it is probable that they would search for new females having experienced 

repeated breeding failures when challenging males within their normal breeding groups. Indeed, 

Gates et al. (2005) observed long range movements of bison males that could not be singularly 
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explained by the condition improvement hypothesis.  Despite the lack of evidence (Komers et 

al., 1992) to support the search for females hypothesis, searching for females remains a likely 

influence for long range movements of mature male bison and therefore local access to females 

may be a factor influencing the frequency of long range movements by mature male bison.  

Implications 

Sexual segregation in bison is supported by the differing diet composition of the sexes, 

their differing susceptibilities to predation, the need for bulls to improve their condition during 

and outside of rut, and the searching for females by mature bulls.  In summary, female-juvenile 

groups enjoy reducing their individual predation risk by forming relatively large and stable 

groups, the downside being that they are forced rely on large meadows that hold the vegetation 

they require to support their large groups.  Mature bulls, because of their large size are less 

susceptible to individual predation attempts and form small bull-only groups that provide the 

benefits of reduced predator vigilance, feeding and resting more than if they were constrained to 

a larger group and improving their body condition to recover from the breeding season. These 

groups of smaller size are also capable of exploration into previously unexplored habitats that 

may be long distances apart because they can utilize relatively small habitat patches along the 

way.  This has potentially important implications for disease transmission between bison 

populations. There are two diseases found in some bison populations of northern Canada, bovine 

tuberculosis and bovine brucellosis.  The transmission of brucellosis requires exposure of the 

host animal to the amniotic fluid of infected reproductive females.  Tuberculosis however can be 

transmitted by infected bison of either sex making it far more likely to be the first disease 

transmitted to a disease-free population. Considering the propensity of mature males to travel 

alone for long distances, to enjoy a lower predation risk than female-juvenile bison, and 
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flexibility to occupy small habitat patches along the way the likelihood of mature male bison to 

serve as a vector for tuberculosis transmission is higher than other segments of a population. This 

is why tuberculosis was chosen as the focal disease in this thesis. How bison infected with 

bovine tuberculosis move across the landscape to transmit this disease is the subject of spatial 

biology  

Spatial Biology 

The spatial biology of bison describes their distribution and movements across the 

landscape.  While two concepts that provide some justification for bison distribution (habitat 

selection and socio-biology) across the landscape have already touched upon, this section details 

mechanisms whereby Habitat Selection and Socio-biology combine to give rise to bison 

distribution across the landscape.   

Home Range 

Home Range is defined as the spatial extent or boundary of the regular, predictable 

movements of an animal within a defined period of time (typically annual or seasonal periods).  

Larter and Gates (1990) found that home ranges of wood bison were 4-100 times larger than 

other North American ungulates.  They also found that the home ranges of males and females 

differed significantly (females = 897 ± 118 km2; males = 433 ± 128km2).  They proposed that the 

reason for larger home ranges in females was that they associated with larger groups and had 

higher requirements for forage (selectivity) for forage than males hence requiring larger grazing 

areas and larger home ranges.  This is consistent with the research discussed previously in the 

Habitat Selection and Socio-biology sections of this thesis.  It is important to understand the 

extent the home range of particular animal species because it gives a representation of the 
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probable distribution of that animal on the landscape.  Spatial representation of the home range 

of bison can also show the proximity of spatially distinct bison herds and therefore provide 

information of the probability of contact between these herds.  

Movements outside of these home ranges are very important for bison disease 

management and the sexual segregation qualities that bison show outside of the rut imply that 

these movements can be considered in two distinct classes of movements that are unique to 

either mature bulls groups or female-juvenile bison groups. Both of these types of movement; 

density independent and density dependent have been shown to be operative in bison (Gates & 

Larter, 1990) The innate, density independent nature of mature male bison to move beyond their 

natal home range defined by their mothers will be discussed first.  The density dependent 

movements of female/juvenile groups of bison will be reviewed second.  Lastly, the landscape 

attributes that characterize the potential directions that these movements will take can provide 

predictions for the direction of these movements in the event that they would occur. The 

potential pathway of movement, referred to as a corridor in this study have a number of attributes 

that influence the patterns of bison movements across the landscape. The final section of this 

spatial biology section, corridor ecology, focuses on modelling corridors using various landscape 

attributes.   

Density Independent Movements 

As described in previous sections, because of the small groups that mature male bison 

travel in, they are not likely to be subject to per capita resource limitations as a result of high 

densities so any of their movements outside of their natal home range can most likely be 

attributed to density independent movement factors. Howard (1960) described density 

independent dispersal as a process that was not determined by density dependent factors but by a 
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random process that vertebrates follow in response to a genetically predetermined condition. 

This type of dispersal describes the tendency of an animal to wander for any particular reason 

other than the local density of the species. According to Howard, individuals that disperse 

according to this innate tendency, will ignore available and suitable niches and voluntarily 

disperse into novel and unfavourable habitats. In addition, Caughley (1977) explained that 

dispersal, when occurring because of a genetic predisposition, often entails movements that are 

many times larger than the home range. While dispersal may be an incorrect term for bison in 

this context, temporary dispersal has been observed in sub-adult and mature male bison (Larter 

& Gates, 1994; Larter, Sinclair, Ellsworth, Nishi & Gates, 2000) and could also be an attempt of 

bison to reduce genetic bottlenecks and inbreeding (Greenwood, 1980).  Greenwood noted that 

in those species in which males do not have exclusive access to females (as in bison) dispersal 

patterns are male biased and the prevailing method for avoiding inbreeding in mammals is male 

dispersal.  Wilson (2003) found that bison did not actively avoid mating with others that were 

closely related but still exhibited no negative effects of inbreeding and predicted that this was a 

result of their social system (travelling in large fluid herds that interchange as much as once a 

day (Lott & Minta, 1983; Komers et al., 1992).  This innate tendency supported by the condition 

improvement, predator vigilance, and gastrocentric hypotheses that support sexual segregation in 

bison provides strong justification for a tendency of mature bison bulls to disperse and seek 

mating opportunities in areas outside of their predicted home range. Indeed, Gates et al. (2001) 

found that of fifty groups observed outside of known herd ranges, forty-four (88%) percent were 

bull-only groups and these males tended to disperse in a random fashion even at low population 

densities moving into unoccupied habitats as individuals or in small groups.  Joly and Messier 

(2004a) also proposed that mature males with little access to females during rut have larger home 
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ranges and are often associated with range expansion. It is also possible that these males may in 

their travels identify new opportunities for establishment in meadows that have been previously 

unused by bison. As discussed previously, the risks that a large group incurs when exploring new 

and unpredictable areas of habitat (accessible forage) are not of concern for smaller groups of 

pioneering males that can utilize smaller patches of habitat to satisfy their nutritional needs.  In 

support, Larter et al. (2000) found that two males with collars in the Mills Lake area returned to 

the MBS for rut and one actually returned for a fourth consecutive winter and Joly (2001) 

observed long distance movements of two radio-collared males and one female. 

 Although mature male bison will venture off and explore new areas, they may return and 

aggregate in their home range to participate in breeding when rut occurs. In addition, the more 

often they travel to other areas outside of rut, the more likely it becomes that females will travel 

along with them or follow the paths they create, increasing the potential for herd expansion 

events.  Indeed, Larter and Gates (1994) observed in the MBS that bison bulls were among the 

first to disperse during range expansion events followed by mixed-sex groups of bison.  Gates et 

al. (2005) also observed in Yellowstone National Park (YNP) that exploratory movements by 

mature bulls, which subsequently establish annual migration paths to and from peripheral ranges, 

likely precede range expansion by cow-juvenile groups. Specifically, three mature bulls from 

Mary Mountain moved to near Jackson Lake the previous year returned to the Hayden Valley for 

the rut and repeated the migration for several years. It is evident that establishment of 

populations after range expansion movements is typically preceded by dispersal of bison bulls.  

It is possible that as resource limitations mount, female bison are more likely to explore along-

side bulls that have already pioneered far-reaching areas leading to the establishment of bison 

herds in previously unpopulated areas.  Gates and Larter (1990) explain that “greater benefits 
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accrue to males gaining access to a larger number of females” and therefore dispersal would be 

the most beneficial for males in environments that are non-limiting in terms of resources. When 

resources become limited because of higher bison densities and resultant intraspecific forage 

competition, other individuals in the population are likely to exhibit dispersal as well and these 

density dependent movements will most likely occur on the trails of pioneering mature male 

bison.  

Density Dependent Bison Movements 

Two types of density dependent movements have been observed in bison, dispersal and 

range expansion. Dispersal is defined as a movement from one spatial unit to another, without 

return (Plumb, White, Coughenour, & Wallen, 2009), or at least in the short term (Stenseth & 

Lidicker, 1992). Range expansion, observed in bison (Meagher, 1989 and Gates & Larter, 1990), 

is the extension of the distribution of a population within a contiguous area. Reduction of per 

capita resource availability beyond a threshold is the main stressor that encourages both range 

expansion and density dependent dispersal in cow-juvenile bison groups. One mechanism that 

has been observed to cause range expansion in bison is described by Caughley (1970) and Gates 

et al. (2005). This pulsed range expansion is described by Caughley (1970) and Gates et al. 

(2005) as eruptive oscillations. In an initial state, such as a founding population, there is a large 

surplus of resources relative to the resources required by the animals present in the system.  This 

per capita surplus can be caused by habitat enrichment from logging or fire, excessive hunting or 

culling, or a natural catastrophe (e.g. severe winter or flood).  The low density population on this 

newly available resource experiences high fecundity and fitness levels followed by large 

population increases that result in increasing intra-specific competition and an impetus for 

expansion to unoccupied ranges. In the MBS, Gates and Larter (1990) observed range expansion 
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to be an adaptation to mitigate resource limitation. Larger female dominated groups of bison 

have higher resource requirements for reproduction unlike the mature bull only groups discussed 

previously and are as a result more susceptible to resource limitation and more likely to engage 

in density dependent expansion events. Gates et al. (2005) observed in the Hebgen Lake area of 

YNP where the winter range offered no ecological value, densities above four bison / km2 

appeared to trigger expansion into an adjacent range to equalize density. A similar range 

expansion response was observed by Meagher (1989) who attributed range expansion in bison of 

Yellowstone National Park to an exceptionally severe winter. Unlike range expansion dispersal 

occurs with the dispersers not returning to their natal home range and therefore can result in 

establishment of new herds in the areas. This decreases the proximity of the dispersing herd to 

other potentially infected herds and increases the probability of contact.  As a result, for the 

purposes of disease transmission avoidance, it is important to identify areas of potential range 

expansion as these events could make contact between herds more likely. Density dependent 

range expansions are not linear in that the number of animals participating in range expansions 

does not increase linearly as the density on the winter range approaches ~ 4 bison / km2. Gates et 

al. (2005) observed a gradual range expansion in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) 

rather than pulsed as was observed in MBS which means that nutritional limitations arose 

gradually but animals still expanded their range as groups at nutritional density thresholds rather 

than responding by linearly expanding one by one out of the area.  The most likely effect of 

increasing density in bison is as the name implies, pulsed and once the density reaches a 

threshold, a group of bison expand their range to equalize the density. The implications of this 

once again are that groups of bison establish themselves within their new home range and could 
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potentially be closing the distance between separated herds and increasing the potential for 

contact between herds.    

A good indicator of areas with potential range for expansion is habitats that have been 

frequented by small groups of bison bulls during density independent movement events in past 

years given that mature bull bison typically are the pioneers. The probability of detecting these 

events when they happen however is difficult and presents challenges for managers that monitor 

bison movements. However, there are additional methods for predicting the directions of density 

independent and density dependent movement events based on bison habitat selection 

behaviours. These predictors involve the identification of the potential pathways or potential 

corridors of movement in the vicinities of bison herds. 

Corridor Ecology 

The most likely pathways for dispersal and range expansion events in bison are largely 

dependent upon the landscape attributes supporting bison exploration and range expansion.  

These landscape elements can be considered as corridors and key linkage areas in this section. A 

corridor (Gates et al., 2001) is a least-cost pathway for bison movements defined by the 

juxtaposition of relatively high quality habitat patches weighted by distance. A key linkage area 

is a location within a corridor that constrains or funnels movements and which may become a 

barrier to movement if environmental changes occur or management interventions are imposed.  

Corridors.      

In the boreal forest the preferable habitat for bison in the winter is meadows dominated 

by graminoid vegetation specifically those wet meadows that contain high sedge (C. Atherodes) 

biomass, because of its relatively high crude protein content (Larter, 1988). Habitats selected by 

bison for preferable forage type and quality are important for predicting their distribution across 
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the landscape. Bison movement corridors are least cost pathways and represent the most 

conservative route a bison from an infected herd may travel within and contact animals moving 

from or in a susceptible herd (Gates & Wierzchowski, 2003). The “size, quality, and 

juxtaposition of habitat patches can be expected to influence movement and dispersal patterns in 

bison” (Gates et al., 2001). Location and alignment of corridors on the landscape is thus largely 

affected by the size of appropriate meadows and the distance between them.  The size of the 

meadow indicates the size of the bison group that the meadow can support and the distance 

between these meadows gives some indication of the probability that a bison will make it from 

one meadow to another without turning back from fear of risking reduced forage availability 

affecting body condition. Habitat connectivity index (HCI) of a corridor is defined here as the 

level connectedness of habitat making it suitable for bison travel.  The HCI is a function of the 

size of suitable patches (density greater than 300 kg / km2) and the total average inter-patch 

distance (the distance between suitable patches) along a corridor being measured. As the total 

average inter-patch distance decreases, the HCI increases because of the short distances between 

the suitable patches.  The HCI is an important representation of the probability of bison travel 

through the corridor, because as the HCI increases and suitable habitat patches are closer 

together and better connected, the corridor becomes more suitable for bison travel. For example, 

Gates et al. (2001) found that in lowland areas near water bodies, aspen/willow complexes are 

interspersed with and typically contain graminoid meadows.  Areas inland to the shorelines of 

these water bodies contain graminoid meadows that are highly connected and therefore they 

create corridors with high HCIs and result in bison readily moving through these areas. 

Conversely, areas that show habitat clumping; large amounts of habitat connected only by long 

travel distances or highly connected unsuitable habitat patches such as dense forest would result 
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in a low HCI and bison would be unlikely to risk long distance explorations through these highly 

fragmented corridors. There is a possibility however that recently burned or logged areas may 

provide attractive habitat for bison, these altered environments have the ability to link and create 

new corridors or increase the connectivity index of corridors already identified.            

Landscape barriers. 

While the presence of meadow habitats along the corridor can determine the most likely 

pathways of bison movement, landscape barriers determine the areas that bison avoid or cannot 

advance into. These barriers are created by terrain that may be too extreme for bison movement, 

large water bodies, habitat features or anthropogenic features that restrict bison movements. It is 

important to note here that as these barriers restrict movements of bison along the corridor they 

can create movement bottlenecks or key linkage areas as the width or functionality of the 

corridor is reduced by the barrier and bison are forced along common pathways to avoid barriers.  

For example, Gates et al. (2001) noted that the primary spatial barrier for bison is steep slopes 

and that they avoid muskeg and densely forested areas.  In their attempts to avoid these areas 

bison will likely travel along these barriers searching for passable areas or trails through these 

areas which turn into key linkage areas where corridors converge and provide relief to movement 

barriers. Large rivers and lakes represent another barrier to bison movements and while bison 

avoid crossing large spans of open water, they will cross rivers where bank heights and slopes 

are low (Larter et al. 2003), another example of an area of corridor convergence or key linkage 

area. In terms of winter travel however, large water bodies such as rivers and small lakes may 

present less of a barrier as well as wet meadows that are inaccessible in the summer. For 

example, Fortin (2009) found that water bodies were avoided in the summer and selected in the 

winter.  However, very large lakes even in the winter represent a barrier to bison movement 
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because of their lack of suitable habitat patches and potentially uninviting snowpack 

characteristics. It is more likely that bison will select smaller sheltered meadows and relatively 

small water bodies for travel in the winter that contain soft, easily navigable snowpack 

(Reynolds et al. 1978) and are more effective for reducing detection by predators. Similarly, 

hunting pressures typically force bison into the bush as an avoidance mechanism and in areas 

that are not regulated hunting pressure is the greatest in late winter and early spring (Gates et al. 

2001).  However, Fortin and Andruskiw (2003) found that although bison responded to human 

disturbance, they altered their distribution and resource use only in response to environmental 

factors and not negative interactions with people. Considering that hunting is for the most part 

regulated in Northern Canada, the relatively small population density in this area, and the 

robustness of bison to negative interactions with people, human disturbance was not expected to 

be a significant factor in this model. Road systems may also affect bison movements in the 

winter.  Bjornlie and Garrot (2001) found that in YNP bison use roads for winter travel 19% of 

the time while 27% occurred on trails and 54% was off-road and off-trail. Bruggeman et al. 

(2006) conversely found no evidence that bison preferentially used groomed roads during winter 

because the amount of road travel was actually reduced during the grooming period. While 

evidence for the avoidance of groomed roads by bison seems to exist for YNP, the use of roads 

by bison in Northern Canada is of continual concern because of the amount of sightings of bison 

and vehicle collisions with bison that occur along roads in northern Canada every year (Harper & 

Gates 1999; Nishi 2002; Larter & Allaire 2007).  Road systems are significant for consideration 

in corridor ecology as they represent important opportunities for bison sightings in areas that 

separate diseased herds from naive herds and therefore the intersection of roads with corridors 

may represent key areas for disease management. Gates et al. (2001) observed that the seeded 
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highway right-of-way in the MB range is used as habitat by large numbers of bison. Bison also 

use highway rights-of-way near Fort Liard and in WBNP.  

Corridor snow depth may also have an impact on bison movement through corridors. 

According to Meagher (1989) the knowledge that bison acquired of areas having less snow 

contributed to their movements into these areas.  However, according to Houston (1982) mixed 

groups were observed to forage regularly in snows 600mm deep. Telfer and Kelsall (1984) rated 

bison as morphologically poorly adapted to snow but suggested that mutual cooperation in trail 

breaking and catering is an adaptation used by bison to forage in deep snow conditions. Snow 

depth may restrict long range movements and it was observed by Fortin, Fryxell, Brodovich, and 

Frandsen (2003) that female bison moved 1.3 km/day in the winter and 2.0 km/day in the 

summer. Meagher proposes that if these bison were provided with the information or knowledge 

of feeding areas or corridors to feeding areas with less snow resistance it is likely that they would 

have chosen the feeding areas that were morphologically favourable and less energy intensive.  

There is likely a snow depth at which bison movement through corridors is reduced to zero 

which makes deep snow a potential barrier for bison movements through corridors in the winter 

and also means that deep snow could also result in key linkage areas in corridors. 
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Transmission and Pathobiology of Tuberculosis 

Pathobiology of Tuberculosis 

Disease characteristics 

Mycobacterium bovis (bovine tuberculosis) is a member of a group of five closely related 

pathogenic bacteria named the Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex. All of the diseases in this 

group cause tuberculosis in humans and mammals (Gutacker et al., 2002) and according to 

Cleavland (2001) the broad host range of this disease can have serious implications for its 

transmission in the wild and to domestic species. The host range of Mycobacterium bovis 

isolates cited by Gutacker et al. included cows, pigs, possum, water buffalo, deer, badger, elk, 

eland, yak, bison, and humans. Mycobacterium bovis is a chronic condition that may take years 

for symptoms to manifest (Rodwell et al., 2001) and the lack of symptoms until later in life can 

make the disease difficult to detect in younger animals resulting in somewhat ambiguous 

prevalence estimates for animal populations. The disease can affect all organ systems with 

lesions found in the mammary glands, mesenteric lymph nodes, the intestinal tract and various 

other organs most often in association with the respiratory tract (O’Reilly & Daborn, 1995).  

Morbidity and mortality  

Tuberculosis has been shown to cause increased mortality in bison (Tessaro, 1986; 

Tessaro, Forbes, & Turcotte 1990; Oreilly & Daborn 1995) and mortality rate increases between 

4-8% have been observed in WBNP as a result of tuberculosis infection (Fuller 1962; Tessaro et 

al., 1990). Tessaro also observed that a proportion of this increase is related to increased 

predation by wolves that have easier access to prey. Advanced tuberculosis, as it contributes to 

decreased fitness of bison later in life, contributes to predisposition of bison to predation. The 
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result is an increase in predator fitness, condition, and reproductive rate which increases local 

density of the predators and exacerbates the impacts of predators on bison herds by increasing 

predation on bison calves. While Joly and Messier (2004a) found an increase in predation 

resulting from tuberculosis infection in the Delta herd of WBNP in agreement with the results of 

Tessaro et al., their study did not find evidence of increased predation in other areas of the park 

(Nyarling River and Hay Camp). They explained this phenomenon as resulting from a lack of 

low bison density in these areas which was previously suggested to reduce wolf predation rates 

in WBNP. In addition to its effects on mortality rate, tuberculosis has also been shown to have an 

impact on the reproductive rate of bison. Joly and Messier (2005) demonstrated that the 

reproductive rate in M. bovis positive bison of the Nyarling River of WBNP were about ¼ the 

reproductive rate of test negative bison. This effect on the reproductive rate results in further 

detrimental effects to the survival of the population.         

General Biology of Transmission 

Clinical aspects of disease 

Tuberculosis affects mortality and reproductive rate but animals are not typically killed 

by the disease directly; they can survive for years in the chronic phase of the disease while 

infecting others within the herd before succumbing to predation, exposure in the winter due to a 

lack of fitness, or mortality directly related to disease symptoms Joly and Messier (2004b).  

Because the opportunities for transmission of this disease are plentiful in social animals it is 

important to understand the main aspects of the species that lead to transmission, this is the 

biology of transmission. 
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Infection locale. 

As manifestation of tuberculosis symptoms often begins with lesions in the lung tissue, 

animals in the chronic stages of the disease are most likely to transmit tuberculosis to others 

through close social contact via the airborne route; the mechanism of which is the aerosolization 

of contaminated particles from lesions in the lungs (Fanning 1991; O’Reilly & Daborn 1995). 

Francis (1970) estimated that over 90% of all TB infections in cattle occur via the respiratory 

route. Similar findings have been reported for bison (Tessaro 1989) where tuberculosis lesions 

typically show up first in the bronchial and mediastinal lymph nodes, the thoracic cavity and 

lungs. In cattle, Costello, Doherty, Monaghan, Quigley, and O’Reilly (1998) noted that up to 

30% of tuberculosis cattle have been shown to excrete Mycobacterium bovis from the respiratory 

tract. It follows that transmission through the respiratory route will depend on the number of 

animals excreting and producing mycobacteria as aerosols from the respiratory tract, and the 

length and closeness of contact between host species (Costello et al., 1998; O’Reilly & Daborn, 

1995). Lesions can also be found in various other animal organs including the liver, kidney, 

heart, muscle tissue, and mammary glands.    

Mechanism of transmission. 

Because the most likely route of transmission for tuberculosis is through the respiratory 

route it is a disease that requires regular close contact interactions between hosts for 

establishment in animal populations. The disease is therefore expected to be epidemic in species 

that are highly social and/or present in high density groups to facilitate transmission. Schmitt et 

al. (1997) observed what was believed to be the first epidemic occurrence of Mycobacterium 

bovis infection in Michigan white-tailed deer. They attributed the cause to high deer density, 

poor quality habitat, and supplemental feeding; all factors that put this species in close proximity 
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to each other for extended periods of time thus facilitating transmission. Lugton et al. (1998) 

found while studying red deer (Cervus elaphus) that a significantly higher prevalence of 

tuberculosis occurred in males. This is likely a result of more frequent and prolonged contact 

between males. Indeed, Lugton et al. hypothesized that this was a result of the aggression 

between male red deer who increased their face to face interactions in rutting behaviours thus 

facilitating transmission of tuberculosis. Bison are gregarious by nature, female/juvenile bison 

feed and travel in medium to large groups throughout the year. These groups are fluid with 

different bison joining different groups as they separate and meet up on the landscape. Social 

interactions thus occur frequently in these groups between mothers and calves, and juveniles. 

Mature bulls engage in social interactions to a lesser degree in the winter due to sexual 

segregation behaviour. Mature bull interactions peak at the time of rut when mature bulls tend 

females, engage in aggressive head to head encounters with other mature bulls and sometimes 

juveniles (Komers 1994). The prevalence of infections in bison herds likely reflects the 

gregarious behaviour of the species. 

Density Independence of Tuberculosis in Bison  

One result of their highly gregarious nature is that tuberculosis rates in bison are normally 

independent of population density. As was observed in red-deer populations, mature bulls and 

their frequent close encounters during rut have a significant impact on the rate of tuberculosis in 

the population. It follows that even at low population density, bull interactions during rut and the 

interactions within fluid groups of female/juveniles can still have high potential to propagate the 

disease throughout the population. In support, Joly (2001) observed stability in relative 

prevalence regardless of bison population density which suggests that transmission of 

tuberculosis is a non-linear function of density where a decline in transmission does not occur 
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until very low densities. Joly postulates that this general density independence is likely due to the 

highly gregarious nature of the species and suggests that as a result, TB will persist even at very 

low population densities. Rodwell et al. (2001) also found a lack of a linear relationship between 

density and TB prevalence in African Buffalo. These findings suggest that in order to eliminate 

tuberculosis from the herd, culling animals would require full-scale depopulations to eradicate 

the disease. This suggestion has however been met with a great deal of controversy because of 

the ethical implications of culling thousands of animals without proof that subsequent disease-

free status could be maintained after depopulation. Evaluation of the transmission risk is a 

necessary starting point to protect nearby disease-free herds in the absence of management to 

eradicate tuberculosis in bison herds.   

Herd infection dynamics 

Infection Patterns 

As would be expected from mature bull social behaviour and increases in frequency and 

duration of aggressive encounters during rut, tuberculosis rates in mature bison bulls have been 

found to be significantly higher than those of females.  Research has shown that bison males 

have a higher prevalence rate of tuberculosis than females (Joly, 2001; Fuller, 1962; 

Novakowski, 1965). Further, Joly and Messier (2004b) found that the prevalence rate of 

tuberculosis increased with age and males were more likely to test positive for tuberculosis. In 

fact their most parsimonious model predicted that tuberculosis prevalence in males increased to 

almost 70% by the age of 9. Joly (2001) found that prevalence increased at a higher rate with age 

in males than in females.  This is consistent with and could be predicted considering the 

frequency and duration of aggressive encounters with mature male bison during the rut. Indeed, 
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Joly postulated that the high prevalence rates in males are most likely connected to long periods 

of nose-nose contact occurring between males during rut. Interestingly, Joly found that TB 

prevalence declined in females older than 11 years of age relative to younger age classes in the 

Hay Camp population of WBNP. He suggested that his findings were a result of increased 

predation by wolves and decreased survival of the tuberculosis positive cows in older age-

classes. Rodwell et al.’s (2001) study of African buffalo supports this conclusion. The likely 

reason that mature bulls were not represented in this decline was that they are generally not as 

susceptible to predation as female/juvenile groups.   

Herd Prevalence 

This evaluation of the infection trends in bison herds indicates that the individuals most 

likely to be positive for tuberculosis and thus the individuals most capable of transmitting the 

disease are mature males engaging in density independent movements. Joly and Messier (2004a) 

found that of 342 bison tested in late winter of 1997, 1998, and 1999, 49% tested positive for TB. 

Choquette, Gallivan, Byrne, and Pilipavicius (1961) determined prevalence of tuberculosis in 

their sample to be 50.2% which is in agreement with the results of Joly and Messier. Fuller 

(1962) observed prevalence of lesions; 15% in calves, 34% in yearlings; then 35-56% in bison 

two years and older.  Fuller (1959) found that of 1508 bison slaughtered, 39% had lesions. 

Broughton (1987) also found that average prevalence rate was 39%.  Opportunistic samples by 

Tessaro 1990 showed a prevalence rate of 21% however these samples were taken from hunter 

kills which may have lead to bias against the disease as hunters likely avoided bison in bad 

condition. A conservative estimate of the average prevalence of tuberculosis in bison herds in 

general can be estimated from these results at about 40%. Joly (2001) estimated prevalence rate 

for males between 40-70%; and Joly and Messier (2004a) added that prevalence rates increased 
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to 70% by the age of nine. The tuberculosis rate for female/juvenile groups is difficult to 

pinpoint from these results but a conservative estimate would be between 20% (a little bit above 

the lowest prevalence for a group in these studies) and 35% (a little bit less than the highest 

reported average prevalence rate to take into account the lack of bulls in these groups which have 

high prevalence rates). Despite the larger size and animal density in female/juvenile groups, 

reported disease prevalence remains higher for mature males that do not tend to participate in 

high density interactions with female/juvenile groups as would be predicted given the increases 

in male aggressive encounters during rut.        

Hosts Vulnerable to Transmission 

Neighbouring herds.  

Given the high relative prevalence of tuberculosis infection observed in mature male 

bison, the risk of transmission increases as mature males travel outside of their home range in the 

direction of herds that are not diseased. Unless a range expansion event is observed in the 

Nyarling and/or Garden River bison populations by Female/Juvenile groups of bison, density 

independent random walk by mature males seems to be the most likely mode of transmission to 

the MB population. Joly (2001) observed movements of males to be at least 100km outside of 

their normal home range and Gates et al. (2001) proposed a 170km dispersal range for bison. The 

distances between the southeastern edge of the Mackenzie bison range and the northwestern edge 

of WBNP range were estimated by Gates et al. (2001), Mitchell, Wierzchowski & Giles (2001) 

to be approximately 136km and 168km along the most likely corridors of bison movement 

determined from estimates of landscape “greenness” evaluated as a function of distance from 

water and suitable bison meadow habitat. These distances are most likely to be travelled by the 

Nyarling river herd in WBNP.  Any animals from the Garden River population in the southern 
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WBNP would need to travel an extra approximately 60km to the buffalo lake area.  Even the 

potential travel distance of the Garden River population remains close to the maximum dispersal 

distance outlined by Gates et al. (2001) Mitchell, Wierzchowski & Giles (2001). From this 

movement data it seems unlikely that Nyarling river bulls and highly improbable that Garden 

River bulls would travel the distance required to contact bison within the MBS. However, 

movements of both herds must be taken into account when considering potential contact between 

them.  In the case where bulls from both herds engage in density independent movements in 

excess of 170km, contact between these herds if their movements overlap within corridors 

becomes more likely.  

Cattle farms. 

There is also another presumed non-diseased bison population in northern Alberta that is 

connected directly through corridor pathways to the Garden River population of WBNP (Gates et 

al., 2001). That is the Hay-Zama population, and this population if infected would increase the 

risk of infection to the MB herd and to numerous cattle farms present in the area. Because of the 

nature of transmission between hosts, epidemic TB is of considerable concern for domestic cattle 

farms which may be exposed to free-ranging bison populations. Infection spreads rapidly in 

populations of cattle that remain in relatively close proximity at all times. Cleavland (2001) 

explained that livestock economies can be seriously affected by the transmission of pathogens 

among a range of domestic animal species. The most significant outbreak of bovine TB in 

ranched bison was in the US in 1984 and 1985 when the disease was transmitted from captive 

elk to bison (Essey & Stumpff, 1985). Transmission of tuberculosis infection from wild 

populations of bison remains a significant concern to cattle farmers. The monetary cost to 

depopulate a herd because of tuberculosis infect is very significant for farmers and in the cases of 
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smaller farms, likely crippling. The most effective way to reduce the incidence of transmission is 

to reduce the risk of contact between tuberculosis positive wildlife.  Management to maintain the 

Hay-Zama bison population as a disease-free population is an important step in Alberta to reduce 

the risk of transmission to cattle farms in close proximity. 

Transmission to people. 

In developed countries, because of significant improvements in testing and milk 

pasteurization, infection of humans through cattle is highly unlikely (Costello 1998). However, 

there is a small risk to hunters handling dead bison. Tessaro (1990) observed that hunters 

processing dead bison did not wear gloves or take any other precautions while processing dead 

bison; puncturing hygromas and arthritic joints, opening subcutaneous abscesses, incising 

caseous retropharyngeal lymph nodes, and contaminating their hands, knives, and the meat.  
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Conceptual Model of Tuberculosis Transmission 

The first step in the creation of analytical models is to provide a conceptual map 

identifying the parameters and the relationships between these parameters in the model. Detailed 

mathematical descriptions of these parameters using assumptions supported by research are 

completed in the second phase and increase the model’s capability to describe the natural system 

it represents. For simplification, the stage of model development included in this thesis is the 

creation of the conceptual map to act as a first step to identify and predict the relationships that 

are expected in the bison tuberculosis transmission dynamic in northern Canada. The parameters 

of this model were all identified in previous review sections from past research and through the 

lens of bison behavioural ecology and tuberculosis transmission. The six sub-sections identified 

in the review were; habitat selection, socio-biology, spatial ecology, patho-biology of 

tuberculosis, general biology of transmission, and herd infection dynamics. These six concepts 

are developed under the lenses of bison behavioural ecology and tuberculosis transmission; they 

are also sufficiently broad and inclusive to provide a holistic perspective with a minimum 

number of assumptions.   The six sub-sections review provided the framework for the 

development of this conceptual map which was formed into five model sub-sections; population 

structure, habitat supply and structure, population dynamics, tuberculosis transmission, and 

management decision diamond. The conceptual map identifying all of the model parameters and 

the associated stocks and flows is provided in Figures 2-4, and the cause and effect relationships 

of these parameters are described in the five model sub-sections with some represented 

graphically in the conceptual map. Cause and effect relationships between the parameters, 
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stocks, and flows were predicted from the literature review sections. Each parameter is 

characterized by two attributes that determine the ability of the model to describe the system.   

Population Structure 

To define the population boundaries for WBNP the Nyarling River (NR) and Garden 

River (GR) sub-populations were used, whose boundaries in WBNP were mapped by Joly and 

Messier (2004a,b). Though the range of bison herds can vary widely and extend beyond 

predicted boundaries, the estimated ranges of bison herds of northern Canada are identified in 

Figure 1.  In the conceptual model population numbers are represented by a slide to allow 

variations in population size to fit current estimates. To provide some perspective to the 

conceptual model, recent estimates of the three bison populations was used. The MB herd is 

approximately 1555 ± 287 as of 2008, the GR herd was 654 ± 133 as of 2009, and the NR herd 

was 576 ± 397 as of 2009 (T. Armstrong, personal communication, May 30, 2001). Based on 

herd structure estimates by Gates, Elkin, and Dragon (1995) the expected proportional 

composition of the populations is as follows 15.2% calves, 5.5% yearlings, 44.6% cows 4.2% 

juvenile males 5.9% sub-adult males, 24.6% mature males. 

Population Dynamics 

Stocks of each source population in the conceptual model are dependent on the following 

general formula for population dynamics Nt+1 = Nt + births – deaths – emigration + immigration. 

Immigration and emigration will occur in each population but the only flows that have been 

represented in this conceptual model is emigration flow of GR, NR, and MB to the corridor 
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population (CP) and immigration flow from the CP to the MB. The emigration flows of the GR, 

NR, and MB herds to the CP are represented in Figures 2, 3, and 4 respectively. As shown in 

Figure 5, infected bison that comprise the CP then immigrate into the MB. Once bison from any 

herd move into the corridor they automatically join the CP and potentially interact with infected 

bison that immigrated from NR, GR, or MB. Bison emigrating to the NR and GR herds from the 

CP do not increase the risk of infection to the MB population. Hence the model was simplified to 

consider only bison emigrating from the CP to the MB populations.  
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Figure 2. The Garden River (GR) portion of the conceptual model that shows the infected number of bison 
entering the corridor population (GR Corr Pop Rep). 
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Figure 3. The Garden River (NR) portion of the conceptual model that shows the infected number of bison 
entering the corridor population (NR Corr Pop Rep). 
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Figure 4. The Mackenzie Bison (MB) portion of the conceptual model that shows the infected number of 
bison entering the corridor population (MB Corr Pop Rep). 
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 Figure 5. The Mackenzie Bison (MB) portion of the conceptual model that shows the infected number of 
bison entering the corridor population (MB Corr Pop Rep). 
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Predation rates on tuberculosis infected bison were shown to be higher than in non-

infected bison (Joly & Messier, 2005) in the HC sub-population of WBNP. Presumably infection 

reduces physical health and increases vulnerability to wolf predation. They also observed a 

relative lack of predation in the less dense NR herd and further postulated that the lack of 

predation in the NR herd was a result of the low bison density in these areas. In support, Joly 

(2001) noted that predation rates may increase as a result disease but local predation by wolves 

will be dependent upon the local density of the population. According to Joly, wolves will not 

incorporate bison into their diet until the population reaches some unknown threshold. Joly 

predicted predation, growth rates, and equilibrium densities for both un-infected and bison 

infected with tuberculosis and brucellosis and these values were used to provide perspective in 

the conceptual model. The equilibrium density for the non-diseased MBS can be predicted from 

Joly’s research as 2.2 bison / km2 with a predation rate of 6% / year at this level. Joly predicted 

that diseased populations starting at high densities (GR herd) would reach an equilibrium density 

of 1.75 bison / km2 with a predation rate of 7.4%/year while those starting with low densities 

(NR herd) would stabilize at 0.13 bison / km2 with a predation rate of 11% / year. The increased 

predation rates in the diseased herds were attributed to the increase in the wolf to bison ratio 

attributed to scavenging of diseased carcasses. Death rates also increase from disease specific 

mortality at a rate between 4-8% according to research by Fuller (1962) and (Tessaro 1990). The 

increase in mortality of infected bison is therefore twofold and additive so the total death rate in 

the population is predicted to increase between 11.4-15.4%. With regard to birth rates, in 

accordance with Joly it is predicted that the infected populations of the GR and NR herds will be 

approximately ¼ of those in the MBS population.  
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Two types of emigration are significant for tuberculosis transmission between bison 

herds. Those are density independent emigration and density dependent emigrations from each of 

the three herds (MB, NR, and GR). Sexual segregation in the winter permits the independence of 

mature bull bison from cow-juvenile groups for evolutionarily adaptable reasons discussed 

herein. Emigration of mature male bison is not dependent upon the local density of the 

population will occur as a factor of the total size of the sub-population in question at a rate of 1-

5% (Gates & Larter 1990; Larter & Gates 1994). It is hypothesized here that population structure 

can affect this rate because as local access to females decreases, reproductive competitive 

intensity in mature bulls also increases which may cause mature bulls to search for females. If 

the population structure was ever to change and the bull to female ratio increased, an increase in 

search for females behaviour may be observed. The rate of density dependent movement 

parameter in the conceptual map affects the number of female-juvenile bison emigrating to the 

CP and is governed by local per capita forage resource availability which influences population 

dynamics and hence density. As local density of bison increases, per capita resource availability 

decreases causing reduced forage availability and nutritional stress. The expected equilibrium 

population densities for MB, GR, and NR were discussed above. Gates et al. (2005) observed 

that a density threshold of 3 to 4 bison / km2 in low quality winter habitat encouraged bison 

groups to expand their range. It is predicted that density dependent movements will not occur 

until this threshold is reached; therefore the number of bison emigrating as a result of range 

expansion will not be linear with additional numbers of individual emigrants increasing up to this 

threshold. Rather, groups of bison will expand at the threshold density in search for new habitat 

as a method to decrease their local density. 
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Habitat Supply and Structure 

According to optimal foraging theory (Pyke, 1984) bison should prefer to maximize their 

nutritional opportunities by selecting the best forage species to meet basic daily energetic needs. 

This allows them to spend the most time possible engaging in non-foraging activities that 

generally improve body condition and increase reproductive competitiveness. To this end bison 

preferentially select vegetation patches of suitable quality, but bison are also capable of utilizing 

lower quality habitat patches to conserve energy that would otherwise be expended searching for 

other habitats. As a result, when only low quality local habitat is available bison can expand their 

dietary preference. The implications of this ability for wildlife managers is that classification of 

suitable foraging habitat types must include not only those habitats that will be preferred by 

bison for foraging but also those that can be utilized in times of environmental stress or local 

unavailability. Bison may also use forage limited habitats more often than predicted by bison 

forage selection attributes for other purposes including predator and insect avoidance; resting and 

ruminating; or to expand their range. For the purposes of this conceptual model, only forage rich 

habitats were considered as supportive of bison movements and forage limiting habitats as a 

deterrent to bison movements.  Habitat supply and structure are therefore important components 

of the model and categorize bison usage of habitat patches.    

Habitat Supply 

Total usable corridor habitat supply in the model is defined by inflows of the percentage 

of total corridor area that is suitable habitat and outflows of the percentage of total corridor area 

that is unsuitable habitat. Unsuitable habitat patches in this model are defined as habitat that may 

be unsuitable foraging, examples include dense forest or patches that are too small to support a 

large group. The threshold is determined from the maximum patch size of unsuitable habitat that 
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forms a barrier to movement for the group (as group size increases, the maximum patch size of 

unsuitable habitat decreases because with more animals comes higher risk of starvation when 

travelling long distances through forage sparse habitats). Suitable habitat patches are defined by 

the threshold biomass density at which point foraging becomes inefficient which is 300kg/ha 

(Hudson and Frank 1987). Suitable patches must also be of sufficient size to support the group 

entering the corridor (as group size increases the requisite patch size increases to accommodate 

the increased bison that require forage). Three to 4 bison / km2 is the threshold density in winter 

that encourages bison movements and therefore a suitable patch will be large enough to create a 

density less than this threshold. 

Strong and Gates (2009) studied habitat just outside the south-western border of WBNP 

directly adjacent to the GR herd and a relatively short distance south of the NR herd. The 

classification included: treed uplands; treed lowlands; mixed/tall shrub/sedge; closed-canopied 

willow; open canopied willow; meadow; wetland grass; and wetland sedge. For this conceptual 

model, the eight habitat types have been simplified into five based on vegetation species 

similarity and Strong and Gates’ winter stocking rates. Treed uplands/treed lowlands (TUTL) 

with a winter stocking rate (WSR) ≤ 0.3 animal unit days/ha (AUD/ha); mixed/tall shrub/sedge 

(MTSS), WSR ≤ 5.4 AUD/ha; open/closed-canopied willow (OCCW) WSR ≤ 8.9 AUD/ha; 

meadow (ME), WSR ≤ 37.1 AUD/ha; and grass and sedge wetland (WGS), WSR ≤ 107.3 

AUD/ha comprise the habitat classifications used in this model. This classification supports the 

results in Reynolds, Hansen, and Peden 1978. The vegetation classes used by Larter and Gates 

(1991) for the MBS are similar in biomass and vegetation composition: Marl habitat (ML), akin 

to closed / open-canopied willow habitat and forested habitats (CN), akin to treed uplands / 

lowlands produced little green biomass and generally three times less than willow aspen (WA) 
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habitat, akin to mixed/tall shrub/sedge. Willow savanna (WS) habitat, akin to meadow habitat, 

produced greener biomass than willow-aspen (WA) habitat and finally wet sedge meadow 

(WSM), akin to wetland grass/sedge, produced the greenest biomass throughout the growing 

season. Larter and Gates 1991 compared habitat utilization by males to females in the MBS 

using winter relocation data and found that males used habitat differently than females. Male 

habitat utilization was: WSM 37.5%, 18.8% MX, 6.3% WA, 18.8% CN, and 18.8% WS; and 

female habitat utilization was: 55.1% WSM, 15.4% WS, 16.0% CN, 6.4% WA, and 6.4% MX. 

This differential utilization of habitat by males is one contributing factor to their sexual 

segregation in the winter months following rut. It is important to note that both males and 

females use forage limiting habitats at greater proportions than could be predicted if forage 

selection was their only reason for occupying habitat having implications for their distribution 

and movements.  

For the conceptual model it was assumed that the classification completed by Strong and 

Gates (2009) is directly comparable to the habitats of the NR and GR herds even though there is 

some spatial separation between the two areas (see Figure 1). The SRL vegetation classifications 

are similar in composition to those provided by Larter and Gates (1991) in the MB range. Habitat 

usage in the SRL and how relocations compare to WSR will need to be researched further but for 

the purposes of this model, it was assumed that the habitat classifications and usage provided for 

the MBS by Larter and Gates (1991) will effectively be able to predict bison usage in the SRL. 

Therefore it was assumed that the proportions of usage for males and females of the MBS will be 

identical to usage proportions in the SRL. Following these usage proportions, males are expected 

to use habitat in the following proportions: 37.5% GSW, 18.8% ME, 18.8% TU, 18.8% MTSS, 

and 6.3% OCCW. Females are expected to utilize habitat differently and according to quality as 
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follows: 55.1% GSW, 15.4% ME, 16.7% TU, 6.4% MTSS, and 6.4% OCCW. In support, 

Reynolds et al. (1978) found that sedges in the Slave River Lowlands contribute little biomass to 

dry meadow habitat: Slough Sedge (C. Atherodes) comprised 49% of wet meadows but only 1% 

of dry meadows; and Reed Grasses comprised 18% of wet meadows and 64% of dry meadows. 

Reynolds et al. (1978) also found that wet meadow plant biomass significantly exceeded that of 

dry meadows in 1974 and 1975.  Wet habitat and diet resulted in positive correlations through all 

seasons when samples of diet and habitat were compared. Suitable habitat in this model was 

therefore defined as GSW, ME, TU, and MTSS for mature male bison and GSW, ME, and TU 

for female-juvenile groups. Unsuitable habitat is OCCW for males and MTSS and OCCW for 

females. Sexual segregation in the winter season is the reason that habitat selection preference 

was distinguished between mature males and female-juvenile groups. The broad inclusion of 

many different suitable habitat types for each sex (4 for males and 3 for females) is an attempt to 

remove any bias that arises as a result of bison utilization of habitats for reasons other than 

forage selection.   

Habitat Structure 

Bison corridors that affect the probability of bison to move into neighbouring ranges are 

defined by suitable and unsuitable habitat types in this conceptual model. At the landscape scale, 

spatial relationships consist of two qualities that characterize habitat patches in the corridor. 

These qualities are: the corridor habitat patch composition and the configuration of these patches 

along the corridor (Laurent, 2006). For simplicity in this conceptual model, corridor composition 

was defined by presence / absence of suitable and unsuitable habitat patches based upon their 

absolute numbers and the minimum suitable patch size supporting a particular moving group and 

the maximum unsuitable patch size that would cause a barrier to movement for that group. The 
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particular moving group has a specific size and this will affect the minimum suitable and 

maximum unsuitable habitat thresholds. For example, as the number of suitable habitat patches 

increases, the corridor habitat composition stock becomes more favourable for bison travel and 

the group size that it can support increases. Conversely, as the number of unsuitable habitat 

patches increases, the corridor habitat composition stock becomes less favourable for bison 

travel and the group size that it can support decreases. Therefore, as the habitat composition 

contains more suitable habitat patches, the probability that a group will travel through these 

patches increases and vice versa. However the configuration of these patches in the landscape is 

also important, for example if all there is a large amount of suitable habitat but it is all clumped 

on either side of the landscape with the unsuitable habitat patches spanning long distances in 

between, bison groups are unlikely to travel these distances to reach the other side of the 

corridor. The habitat connectivity index (HCI) thus provides a measure of corridor 

configurations that will support bison travel based upon the juxtaposition of suitable and 

unsuitable habitat types. The example just described where bison would be unlikely to travel 

through the corridor because of habitat clumping, is an example of a corridor with a low HCI and 

would be explained as a highly fragmented landscape; not supportive of bison movements. 

Conversely, if suitable habitats are available throughout the corridor and are separated only by 

short patches of unsuitable habitat, this corridor would have a high HCI and be explained as 

highly connected; supportive of bison movements. Probability of a bison group travelling 

through the corridor therefore increases as the number of suitable habitat patches increases and 

the corridor connectivity increases.  As long as habitat patches meet the needs of the group and 

the connectivity of the corridor meets a threshold level then the corridor would be expected to 

support movement, however, if the HCI reduces to below threshold levels, no matter how much 
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habitat is available, the highly fragmented landscape would not permit bison movements. The 

last aspect of habitat structure that affects the probability of bison making it through the corridor 

is the length of the corridor as a function of group size.  As group size increases for a fixed 

corridor length, it becomes less likely that the bison group will travel through it; and with a fixed 

bison group size, the longer the corridor becomes the less likely that the group will travel 

through it. The maximum distance expected for a single bison male to travel in density 

independent movements for example is reported to be 170 km (Gates et al., 2001).  

At this point it is important to introduce the potential of bi-directional movement between 

free-ranging populations and define the corridor population (CP) in this conceptual model. 

Assuming both populations are free to roam across the landscape in the absence of active control 

measures, the potential exists for contact (and disease transmission) between individual bison or 

groups of bison that are traveling outside of their respective home ranges. The CP allows 

inclusion of the concept of bi-directional movement by providing a conceptual temporary herd as 

a possible area of contact between bison sub-populations. If a bison group from the MB, GR, or 

NR herds encounters a highly connected corridor leading to the CP range, there is a high 

probability that they will travel through this corridor and into the CP range as depicted in the 

conceptual map. It is assumed that once bison have entered the CP range that they come into 

contact with ‘n’ infected bison entering the corridor and are exposed to infection from the 

infected bison in the CP population. Adding the CP to the conceptual map effectively cuts the 

distance that a moving bison group must travel to come into contact with neighbouring herds in 

half because groups for each herd do have the ability to travel half-way through the corridor 

rather than the full distance. As was discussed in the previous paragraph, the corridor length 

affects the ability of a group to travel through the corridor and therefore the inclusion of this CP 
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is essential to the conceptual model. In summary, the permeability of the corridor in general 

should increase: as connectivity increases in conjunction with the number of suitable patches; as 

the length of corridor decreases; and as the group size of bison decreases. Distance to water is 

not considered as a parameter affecting bison travel in the winter because there is always an 

abundance of snow for hydration in the winter.       

Movement Barriers 

In this model, two types of barriers to bison movements have been identified: barriers of 

unsuitable habitat and absolute landscape barriers. Barriers of unsuitable habitat are habitat 

patches that are unsuitable for bison foraging such as OCCW for males and MTSS and OCCW 

for females that are above the maximum threshold patch size creating a barrier to bison 

movement. Deep snow also creates unsuitable habitat patches and therefore has a similar effect 

on movements as unsuitable habitat. As the patch size of densely forested areas increases, 

resistance of a bison group of fixed size increases as well until the threshold of maximum 

unsuitable habitat is reached. Once this threshold is reached, the patch is of large enough size to 

restrict bison movements completely and becomes a movement barrier. With regard to snow 

depth as a barrier to movement, Wickstrom, Robbins, Hanley, Spalinger, and Parish (1984) 

observed that 20 cm of snow depth can reduce available forage by 60% for elk and mule deer but 

have little effect on travel costs. Bison however have adaptations that allow them to forage in 

snow covered environments and were observed by Houston (1982) to forage regularly in snow 

depths greater than 60cm deep. Meagher (1971) observed a response of bison to snow depths of 

127cm. These results lead me to predict that as a result of reduced forage availability unsuitable 

habitat affects will begin at about 60 cm of snow depth decreasing slowly until snow depths 

reach approximately 127 cm when energetic costs start to mount as a result of bison moving 
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through snow covered areas. For example, Fortin et al. (2003) observed that female bison 

movements decreased from 2.0km/day in summer to 1.3 km/day in winter. Turner, Wu, Wallace, 

Romme, and Brenkert (1994) proposed a maximum snow depth of 180cm for bison travel. So at 

approximately 127cm the habitat becomes unsuitable for foraging and resistance of these areas to 

movement increases rapidly to snow depths of 180cm which will restrict movements completely 

and cause an absolute barrier. In consideration of the temporal scale, every year unsuitable 

habitat barriers may be subject to change based upon environmental factors such as precipitation, 

fire, or dryness. Larter (1988) identified two expansion events that were related to fires in areas 

nearby to herd home ranges. The effect of these fires can be to create herd expansions as well as 

connect corridors that were previously unconnected because of a barrier such as dense forest. 

Once the dense forest is burned the barrier is removed and the HCI increases allowing bison 

groups can freely through the corridor to reach the CP or its neighbouring sub-populations.  

Absolute barriers are characteristics of the landscape and less affected by environmental 

factors thus requiring a much larger time for change. Examples of absolute landscape barriers 

include large water bodies and steep slopes. In the area between MBS and WBNP the large water 

bodies that represent absolute movement barriers are Buffalo Lake and Great Slave Lake.  These 

lakes can create key linkage areas in corridors as bison will follow shorelines to travel around the 

lakes. Steep slopes on rivers represent a barrier to bison movement but key linkage areas are 

created as the banks become low and provide suitable crossing sites for bison. Meandering rivers 

typically provide many crossing sites because they are characterized by low banks and good 

habitat (MTSS interspersed with ME) that is associated with oxbows (Gates et al., 2001). Fisher 

and Gates (2005) identified that bison selected locations that were lower in elevation, on more 

gentle slopes, closer to water, or with less rugged terrain than was available. The Hay River 
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represents an absolute barrier to bison movements between WBNP and MBS because of its steep 

banks until it reaches close to the town of Hay River. The lower banks near the town of Hay 

River therefore represent key corridor linkage areas.   

Tuberculosis Prevalence 

Transmission Costello (1998) found that up to 30% of tuberculosis positive cattle excrete 

Mycobacterium bovis from the respiratory tract. Approximately 70% of mature bulls by the age 

of nine have been shown to be infected with the disease (Joly & Messier 2004a) and because the 

rates of disease increase with age faster in males than females, the average prevalence of 

tuberculosis in mature bulls is likely between 70 – 80%. Based on other prevalence estimates 

(Joly, 2001 and Joly & Messier, 2004a; Choquette et al., 1961; Fuller, 1959 and 1962; and 

Broughton, 1987) a conservative estimate for this conceptual model of the average prevalence of 

tuberculosis in bison herds of WBNP is between 35 – 45%. Estimated prevalence for cow-

juvenile groups from the above-mentioned research is likely to be between 25 – 35% to account 

for the absence of mature males in these groups. The GR and NR herds of WBNP do differ 

significantly in their population sizes and densities, however because of the relative stability of 

the disease even at low densities (Joly, 2001) the prevalence estimates (bulls, 70 - 80% and 

female-juvenile 25 - 35%) are expected to persist throughout these sub-populations regardless of 

the population sizes or densities. 
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Tuberculosis Transmission 

The goal of this module is to quantify the bison relationships that lead to transmission for use in 

the model.  The gregarious nature of bison is what makes them such excellent reservoirs for 

tuberculosis.  The interactions that included within this module describe the significant pathways 

of tuberculosis transmission among individuals within the herd and between herds. Two types of 

movements have been identified for bison arising by two distinct mechanisms.  These two 

distinct mechanisms of bi-directional movement (bull-only groups and female-juvenile groups) 

will lead to four different potential modes of transmission in the CP. Assuming that each group 

travels into the CP, the four likely modes of transmission would be infected bull-only groups 

contacting un-infected bull-only groups; infected bull-only groups contacting uninfected female-

juvenile groups; uninfected bull-only groups contacting infected female-juvenile groups; and 

infected female-juvenile groups contacting uninfected female-juvenile groups. The rate of 

infection between these groups will be dependent upon the probability that the infected sub-

populations animals are infected (70-80%, for bulls and 25-35%, for cow juveniles); the amount 

of contact that occurs between the two groups when they meet in the CP, and the proportion of 

infected animals that are expelling tuberculosis particles from their lungs (30% of the infected 

animals are expected to be expelling tuberculosis particles from their lungs). That leaves one 

variable to question: how much contact will occur between groups? To rate the amount of 

contact according to winter herd behaviours, it was predicted that bull-only groups would engage 

in more contact with other bull-only groups and less with female-juvenile groups. It was also 

predicted that female-juvenile groups would engage in more social interaction with other female-

juvenile groups in the CP. After they do engage in contact it is less likely that bull-only groups 

will remain together and they will both return to their respective herds. In contrast, female-
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juvenile groups contacting other female-juvenile groups in the CP are likely to exchange group 

members because of switching and group fluidity patterns that typically occur in these groups. It 

is therefore more probable that MBS emigrants to the CP will exchange members with infected 

herds (NR and GR) and bring infected members from other populations back with them if they 

travel back to their own home range.  

Model Summary 

In the model, bison emigrants move into the corridor from their stock populations 

according to density dependent (female-juvenile) and density independent (bulls) movement 

rates defined in the population dynamics section. The emigrants moving into the corridor are 

then subject to the habitat structure portion of the conceptual model which determines the ability 

of bison to travel through the corridor and reach the CP. Once bison travel through this corridor 

to the CP they interact with emigrants from the MBS herd and the infected NR and GR sub-

populations of WBNP. The result of this dynamic and the model output of greatest concern is the 

amount of animals that move out of the CP and immigrate into the uninfected MBS population.  

Management Decisions 

Detection of density dependent and independent dispersal events presents an interesting 

challenge to wildlife managers who strive to prevent the spread of disease between the diseased 

herds of WBNP and the healthy herds of the MBS. Presently, surveillance efforts by the GNWT 

are utilized to detect bison moving into corridors that may lead to contact between the healthy 

MB herd and the infected herds of WBNP. Between November (freeze-up) and April the GNWT 
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completes weekly shoreline surveys of the GSL (approximately 3hours each) and one semi-

comprehensive survey (approximately 16 hours) with the yearly cost of the program totalling in 

excess of $120,000 at 70 – 80 hours per year (R. Greg, personal communication, May 30, 2011). 

T. Armstrong (personal communication, May 30, 2011) noted that in order to increase detection 

probability in the BCA to between 70-90% a comprehensive survey (approximately 28 hours) 

would be required every two weeks (15 surveys) and after every significant snowfall from 

November to April. This would total in excess of 420 hours and close to $500,000 / year. So far, 

considering the disease-free status of the Mackenzie Bison herd, these surveys have proven to be 

effective. However, it was noted by Gates and Weirzchowski (2003) through an evaluation of 

likely bison movement corridors that meaningful survey efforts and efficient use of resources 

would be to maintain aerial surveillance of the shoreline of Great Slave Lake (GSL) and the 

Mackenzie River in Zone I, but to add aerial surveillance of the area between Buffalo Lake and 

highway 5 and on the north-western shore of Buffalo Lake. Gates and Weirzchowski also noted 

that any other survey efforts throughout the remainder of the BCA would not be an efficient use 

of resources given the diffuse nature of pathways through these areas. The likelihood of a survey 

to spot a bison in this area is low relative to the survey effort because of the large area over 

which the survey needs to cover.  In addition, the inability of models to predict bison travel 

through this area precludes the use of corridors to define survey efforts. Considering the costs 

involved in detection programs it is important that surveillance efforts are planned efficiently and 

a complete model of tuberculosis transmission risk following this conceptual model would help 

to decrease survey efforts and costs while improving the probability of detecting bison in 

managed zones.  
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Management Options 

In this thesis, mature bulls represent the highest risk bison groups for tuberculosis 

transmission and the small number of bulls in moving groups makes them difficult to detect 

during surveillance flights. Incorporation of the frequency of density independent bull 

movements and likely travel corridors would greatly improve surveillance planning. There is 

also another management options that could be used to facilitate detection of bison in these zones 

or in the diffuse movement pathways in the BCA. That would be to create a pathway within the 

BCA that is easy to monitor and attractive to bison. Bison utilize seeded right-of-ways in WBNP, 

Fort Liard and the MBS so an effective contingency method may be to replace resource intensive 

survey efforts in these areas by seeding the highway right-of-way between Buffalo Lake and the 

MBS to attract bison that have entered the BCA to the highway in these areas. In this way, any 

bison that escape detection by survey flights in these areas will be attracted to the highway right-

of-way and would be more likely to be detected by the public if they are travelling through the 

BCA. However, seeding the highway right-of-way may have unintended consequences such as 

attracting other wildlife such as bears or moose to the highway. In the case that the densities of 

GR NR and MB herds increase to a point where frequency of dispersal events increases 

significantly, it is also possible to manage density culling populations when they reach a density 

threshold. Another management option could be to manage fires in forested areas which were 

determined to be a barrier of unsuitable habitat in this conceptual model. This would ensure that 

suitable pathways for bison are not created as observed by Gates and Larter (1990). All of these 

management options could also be represented in future models of tuberculosis transmission risk. 
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Synthesis and Recommendations 

The purpose of this thesis was to represent the components and relationships of 

tuberculosis transmission in bison of northern Canada in a conceptual model. The process that 

was followed to create the model facilitated a sort of ‘double look’ at the system. That is, a look 

first from the analytical perspective with an evaluation of the system’s component parts and 

second from a holistic perspective, taking a comprehensive overview to understand the overall 

relationships amongst the component parts from an all inclusive scale describing the whole 

system. By looking at the whole system, it was able to gain insight about the consequences that 

each individual component and relationship has for the whole system. The result was a well 

informed overview that allowed me to highlight current research gaps and develop a conceptual 

model as a starting point for modelling tuberculosis transmission risk in spatially separated free-

ranging bison herds. Though this conceptual model was based upon herds in WBNP and MBS, 

the model was sufficiently general to include most of the components that would require 

consideration when modelling disease transmission risk in other free-ranging bison herds and for 

that matter other ungulate species as well.  

Model Highlights 

Model parameters are generally evaluated based upon two characteristics; sensitivity and 

certainty. Sensitivity describes the magnitude of an effect on the system that a single model 

parameter can have. The sensitivity of this conceptual model is predicted based upon how many 

relationships the parameter has in the model and information from the literature review. 

Certainty is confidence that the model parameter in question truthfully describes its relationships 
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and affects on the system being modelled. Certainty is measured by analytical research that 

scientifically describes the relationship between the parameter and the system. In the absence of 

research, uncertainty leads to unverified assumptions in the model that can greatly affect model 

predictions depending upon the model sensitivity to that particular parameter. Any parameters 

that have uncertain relationships in this conceptual model thus represent areas of further research 

that could strengthen the ability of the model to describe the system.  

Population structure and dynamics 

The certainty of the general population structure and its associated parameters in this 

model is reliant upon recent surveys of the herd being modelled. There was one relationship in 

the model found to be dependent upon the population structure and that was the propensity of 

mature male bison to search for females when there is limited local access to females. It is 

predicted from the model that reduced local access to females can have a significant impact on 

mature male movements causing them to wander searching for new breeding opportunities.  Any 

changes in population structure that changes the ratio of male to female bison could cause an 

increase in search for females behaviour. There are three diseases known to cause significant 

mortality in bison of WBNP (anthrax, brucellosis, and tuberculosis), each of these diseases 

causes different mortality rates between the sexes (Joly & Messier, 2005; Dragon, Elkin, Nishi, 

& Ellsworth, 1999) and therefore there is potential for the population structure to change from 

year to year making a survey on population structure important to identify the local propensity of 

mature males to search for females. It is also predicted that mature male bison that continually 

lose bull-bull fights during rut may also increase their density independent movements to search 

for bull interactions that fit better with their competitive abilities. Bulls that have slightly reduced 
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body condition due to the clinical manifestations of tuberculosis may lose more tending 

interactions and search for interactions that fit better with their competitive abilities. 

 With regard to mortality rates, brucellosis and tuberculosis combined show higher 

mortality rate increases (Joly & Messier, 2005) and birth rate decreases (Joly, 2001) in bison 

than tuberculosis alone which would confound the results if the disease-specific mortality rate 

used in the model was based upon tuberculosis alone. In order to create an accurate model, it 

would be important to include the transmission of both diseases even though tuberculosis would 

be transmitted first. Wolf predation also has a significant effect on mortality rates in the sub-

populations but there is a threshold density at which wolves will incorporate bison into their diet. 

While this threshold was noted as unknown by Joly (2001) it is an important consideration for 

the density dependent movement parameter. Once this threshold density is reached and predation 

upon bison by wolves in a sub-population ceases, wolves could move out of the area. Once the 

wolves are gone, there is potential that the sub-population could begin to recover to the point that 

resource limitations occur and create range expansion events such as those observed by Larter 

and Gates (1990). Current densities predicted in this conceptual model are significantly less than 

the threshold for predicting range expansion movements observed by Gates et al. (2005) and 

significant changes in density would be required in the WBNP and MBS to encourage range 

expansion events. Also because range expansion events typically stop once suitable habitat is 

encountered, these movements are generally not nearly as long as those movements made by the 

density independent wanderings of nomadic mature bulls. 

 In conclusion, density independent movements into the corridor are most significant for 

disease transmission between spatially distinct herds. The wanderings of nomadic and mature 

bulls are consistent and independent of local resource availability making them more likely than 
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density dependent movements at current densities. Additionally, this density independent 

movement may increase with reduced local access to females and can entail a much longer 

journey than density independent movements that stop once suitable forage habitat is reached. 

However, these movements by males have not been researched in enough detail to confirm the 

rate and the relationships that affect that rate. This is a significant gap in research, and this rate 

must be verified to accurately predict the risk of transmission between spatially distinct bison 

herds.   

Habitat Supply 

In Larter and Gates (1991), both males and females use forage limiting habitats at greater 

proportions than could be predicted if forage selection was their only reason for occupying 

habitat. In this conceptual model it is assumed that forage limiting habitats act as barriers to 

bison movements that reduce the probability of bison moving through a corridor into 

neighbouring populations. Only forage rich habitats were considered as supportive of bison 

movements through corridors. The model is sensitive to this assumption as the movements of 

bison through corridors are highly dependent upon the habitat in corridors. It is possible that 

bison will select certain forage limiting habitats and preferentially travel through these habitats 

for reasons other than forage searching behaviours. Classification of suitable habitats using 

attributes secondary to forage selection would provide additional insight to the probability of 

bison moving through corridors. The certainty of the habitat composition parameter in this 

conceptual model could be improved with research on the propensity of bison to utilize forage 

limiting habitats for reasons independent of foraging. It was also identified in this review that 

WSRs in the SRL have not been researched. Research that provides estimates on the WSRs for 

the home range of the herds being modelled and the corridors of potential movement would 
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provide valuable insight to the winter forage selection behaviours of these herds making 

predictions of corridor movements and density dependent movement predictions more accurate. 

Habitat Structure 

With regard to habitat structure, one aspect that has not been considered in this model is 

that patches of unsuitable habitat will lead to some degree of increasing resistance to bison 

movement regardless of group size as they approach the maximum patch size which creates a 

barrier to movement. It is possible that this relationship may cause some proportion of bison 

groups to turn back before the threshold is reached or groups will split and travel back to their 

home range leaving smaller groups to travel the rest of the corridor. It may be more effective to 

represent unsuitable habitat as increasing its resistance to movement for certain groups up to the 

threshold and having some proportion of groups return to their home range prior to reaching the 

threshold to more accurately describe corridor movements. It was apparent in the habitat 

structure portion of the model that the size of the group moving into the corridor affects  a 

number of corridor parameters, this means that movements through the corridor are very 

sensitive to the size of the group that enters the corridor. However, the fluidity of all bison 

groups suggested by Komers (1993) suggests that it is probable that groups of bison which are 

too big to travel through a particular corridor will split into two or three groups making it easier 

for them to travel through. It would be wise therefore to define some index of group fluidity in a 

full model of transmission risk and include this index as a parameter in the habitat structure 

portion of the model. In the model, it was observed that the permeability of the corridor increases 

as bison group size decreases however, it is predicted that due to the gregarious nature of bison 

there may be a minimum threshold for this relationship. The willingness of bison to form groups 

for predation risk benefits suggest that there is a threshold minimum group size at which female-
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juvenile groups may be reluctant to travel long distances without meeting up with other groups, 

this threshold would be a valuable addition to the model.   

Movement Barriers 

Estimates of the size and slope of absolute terrain barriers that represent a barrier to bison 

movement have not been identified in this conceptual model. Evaluation of the maximum slope 

of steep terrain and the length of water or ice crossings that represent a barrier to movements 

should be addressed in the creation of a full transmission risk model. 

Tuberculosis Transmission 

The probability of instantaneous transmission of tuberculosis between bull-only groups is 

a significant uncertainty in the model because these groups are the most likely to come into 

contact in the CP but are the least likely to form a group with uninfected emigrants and bring 

tuberculosis back to the uninfected population.  

Recommendations 

In this thesis a pattern emerged that flagged density independent movements of mature 

male bison as an important feature of the tuberculosis transmission system. The proportion of the 

population that represents an innate tendency of mature bulls to wander, the relationships that 

increase this tendency and the probability of instantaneous transmission between two bulls 

between the home ranges of infected and uninfected bison populations represent the three most 

significant gaps in research on tuberculosis transmission between spatially separated bison herds. 

Joly (2001) also noted that the risk assessment by (APFRAN, 1999) included one male > 7 years 

of age and that as a result, the risk assessment may underestimate the overall degree of long 

distance movements of bison. Further research is recommended on the above-mentioned aspects 
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of long-distance bull movements and transmission to accurately evaluate the risk of transmission 

between spatially distinct bison herds.  

Mental maps can restrict our freedom because they can preclude seeing alternatives. One 

of the important aspects of this conceptual model was its focus on the holistic perspective which 

clearly highlighted the totality of the tuberculosis infection dynamic by considering all aspects of 

bison behavioural ecology and the epidemiology of tuberculosis transmission. Future model 

creation and evaluations of tuberculosis transmission risk should take into account that the 

conceptual map is not the territory; rather the map is a window into the territory and should be 

used accordingly. A good conceptual map will align with the territory and describe the system 

appropriately without too many assumptions that make the model invalid. The map allows for 

rapid cognition but deeply held unaware tacit assumptions will affect the results. Therefore the 

holistic perspective should always be taken at the beginning of model creation to facilitate 

identification of significant assumptions that may affect the model, or areas of research that 

could strengthen model results. 
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